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A NEW APPROACH TO PREINJECTORS
H. Wroe
Rutherford High Energy Laboratory

1.

Introduction
It has been realized for some time that the conventional preinjector,

consisting of an ion source and focusing electrodes followed by' a long ac·celerating column, could be simp1ifieci. If the vacuum breakdown prob~
lems could be overcome, then acceleration to the final energy in one
step, across a single gap, has many advantages. Focusing could be done
at earth potential thus reducing the quantity of equipment which has to be
operated on the high voltage platform. Th,:, beam would be accele!'ared
rapidly thus minimizing the effects of space charge.
Some work on the principle of siEgle gap acceleration is described
below.

An obvious first step is to arnmge a pair of electrodes IE a vaC'Jum
vessel and have a mnventiona} ion source in the high voltagF: e1ectrode. As
a quick prebm.:nary experlmert, the appac'atus iH 11str'ated in :Fig. 1 was
set up. II" this case a star,.dard d source was operated at earth poteIltia1
~d the beam was accelerated to a negative potential a:.:ross a single gap.
This circumvented the need for the high voltage electrode. The latter
cont.ained a collector cup with a trarlsven:;e magr;.etic field for secondary
electron suppression, the only mt~asure of beam current being a resistor
on the low yoltage side of the f'Eergy storagE; capacitor, as shown.
WIth no beam present the "pressure pf.I~Ct:" was obse:rvFd when a
voltage was applied to the gap. The steady loading currents of sever"al
hundred /-LA which oc;curred at 3 K 10-- 5 Torr dropped to a negligible
value at a pressure of about 5 x 10 -4. Torr.
A beam current of about. 40 mA (pulse length 1 ms) was,aecelerc:ttt'd
3
to .. 220 kV without: breakdown (l{ th~~ gap at a pCessure of 10- Torr' til
hydrogen. These values were the maximum available from the Ii arious
power supplies at the time.
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3.

A Scaled Up Ion Sour ce"

The "pressure effect" makes it feasible to operate some sort of
ion chamber and an accelerating gap at the same pressure, thus avoiding
the canal or orifice needed m conveniional sources to limit gas flow. The
ions could be extracted over a lar'ge area at low current density from a
discharge operating in the pressurE. range 10-. 3 _. 10- 4 Torr.
Work is proceeding on a device
Fig. 2.

ut.E~zing

this principle as shown in

A discharge chamber is housed in the er.d of a 1ead--in bushing. It
has a gridded aperture 8 cm in diameter through which the ions are ex-'
traded. The extraction voltage corresponds to the accelerating voltage
of a conventional preinjector, 600 kV in this case. The electrodes of the
single gap have surfaces which are parts of concentrIc spheres. The
radii of the anode and cathode are 30 em and 15 cm respectively. With
an ion emitting aperture of 8 em diameter', assuming spherical space~
charge f~~w and ignoring the hole in the cathode, the perveance is
3.6 x 10
A/V 3 / 2 for protons. Thus at 600 kV the space-charge limited
protoJ:1. current would be 1. 7 A, re')qujr~ng an. emiSSlOn r'UYTent density at:
the plasma boundary of 30 rnA / em..... The optics in ~he acco::1erating gap
is Lllust.rated in Fig. 3.
Two possible low pressure discharges are being ex: amined as
plasma sources··-a Penning type and a di3cha,~g0'uslng an eiectrostatic
electron teap. 1
The design of the lead-in bushing is a major technological problem.
The design shown in Fig. 2 conSists of four parts, a mounting f1ange, an
epoxy resin cylinder abo-ut 30 em }OYlg ancl 34 em diameter projecting into
the vacuum chamber, a baktcLte tube 107 em 1.0r.g and the same diameter,
and finally a strong tubular t.ie bolt down the center to hold the assembly
together and give access for electY'icaJ leads to the ion chamber. ThrC'
space between the boH and the tubes is fl]led with traLsff)rmer oil (and
possibly compressed SF 6 at a later date), The SUl"£aCe of the epoxy resin
tube is electrically graded by means of 8 metal rircgs or the outside {to e.
the vacuum side} connected through the epoxy r?sir_' t.o a sp.iral of resistors
on the inside (i. e. immersed in oi1). The total resistancE' is 12, 000 M
The outside of the bakelite1:ube {i. e. in air at atmospheric pressure) may
also be graded. An intermediate el.ectrode s kcorporated into the bushing
as shown to make the radial potential (lis txibutior;. more uniform in the gap
between the bolt and mounbng flange.
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VAN STEENBERGEN: In your figure you show an H. V. electrode
aperture about equal to the beam diameter at that location. The rectilinear beam is of course a zero emittance approximation, which is not
true in practice. A certain fraction of the beam will end up outside the
beam periphery determined with the "Pierce" approach. As a consequence, one would expect secondary electron production on the H. V.
electrode when the aperture diameter is close to the theoretical beam
diameter.
WROE: Yes.
CURTIS: What was the distance across the gap? If the gradient is high
enough, that angular divergence due to thermal motion would not be very
large, would it?
WROE: It shouldn't be.

The gap is 23 cm and the beam radius 4 cm.

MORGAN: A commen~;. As you know we normaUy extracted at 150 kV
from a duoplasmatron ion source. We have also extracted at 300 kV
with a 1--em gap. This is for either a 50% duty cycle or dc operatLon.
There are other possible complications, but there is no indication of it
being advantageous to operate :in an if'.creased pressure range. In fact
a lower pressure range of '" 3 x 10 -·6 torr is better for stability in our
case.
WROE: Well there is a feeling these days in the vacuum breakdown field
that you can divide the phenomena into two parts: short gaps where the
fields are high and gaps several c:ectimeters long where the mean fields
are quite low. The pressure effect is observed in U-Ie long gap case.
HUBBARD: How do you supply the power to the ion source?
WROE: Down the tube--the bolt that holds the whole thing together is
hollow. The idea is to use such a simple ion chamber that few supplies
will be necessary. However, if you put a duoplasmatron in there with
many supplies needed, there will be some difficulty. However, there is
a 2-1/2-inch hole down the holt which holds the assembly together.
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HUBBARD: But then you have to have it up at high \oltage in the back
end? You r,eed a platform just like a conventional machine?
WROE: Oh sure, you need a platform.
KELLEY: you say a PIG source, for example, looks like a good thing.
1 was wondering, in making your jons in the ion source, how are you
sure that you have an essentially zero energy cathode. You said everything was calculated for zero initia1 vC?locities.
WROE: Yes it is.

That is what the computer program assumes, though
The ions vv~ill have initial velocities. But
the initial energy is quite small compared to the total potential of the gap.

it won't be true in practice.

VAN STEENBERGEN: I am interested in hearing the pr'essure effec i ;
mentioned here in connection with voltage breakdown. This came up
some time ago when the pressure in the 1inac was being discussed. I
wonder if it could be useful in a Linac to improve the maximum attamable
gradient, say by running the Hrac at a pressure of 10.- 4 mm Hg instead
of 10·,6 mm Hg.
WROE: Well, I won't be sure about ~hat. This phepomeroL seems to
manifest itself in the case of" long gaps at Jow pressure. J am not sure
this has been observed in impiJse or rE breakdowr;-'-just de. The
theory of this is nowhere nE~ar as advanced as the shoI'!~ gap case. There
are some quite acceptable theodes In. the shop;; g8.p case of br'eakdown
where the mean fir:Jds are high and yen) can :rivol\:E' some sort of field
emission at the cathode to si;ari: the thmg off. The mean fields here,
across these gaps" are ncrwhenc anYNr,pr,c:, big enough for that. Ini;he
old days one of the earlies~~ theorie':3 was that you have a particle interchange; an electron or negative ion is em:tt,:,d hen~., crosses the gap,
and liberates anion which comes bar:k and a chain reachor: is se i , up.
The effect of putting gas in as far as I understandi t is jus t that you
might get an occasional charge exchange event or scatteri~lg which interferes with this partic1e interchange. There are also micro discharges
which you probably know about. If you obser"Je the curnr;t through this
gap, even though it is not breaking dow2, you SPf:' bursts of current.
These micro discharges are also suppressed while working in this pressure range. T think there is no doubt that it occurs for the de casco
NORDBY: J would be afraid in linacs at 10'~4 mm Hg that. your mean free
path goes down pretty fas t.
WROE: Well, it is true that 'it will be close to the gap djmensions. You
are working in a rather critical pos: tjon, if you pu'; the pressure 'Jp t;O(l
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high, you come onto the low pressure side of the Paschen curve.
have to try to ride this rather tricky edge between the two.

You

NORDBY: I think you are all right at 23 cm, but in a couple hundredfoot tank things might be bad.
WROE: Yes, that is true.
FEATHERSTONE: We do observe in the Minnesota tanks that sparking
becomes a problem when we get much above 10- 5 torr.
BLEWETT: I guess this suppression of breakdown by gas pressures is
observed mostly in dc separators. I believe the gas that is convenhonally
used is nitrogen. Are you sure this is true of hydrogen?
WROE: I talked to the Bevatron people and they use argon and they do
not think it would make much difference what gas was used. Fundamentally, if the idea of charge exchange is correct, I don't really see why it
should make much difference.
CURTIS: I think there is some information on that from the people at
Ion Physics Corporation, who have used various gasses in their dc gaps,
and they observed the improvement with all of these. They do not really
prefer one gas over another, particular:!-y, I think.
OLEKSIUK: Did you mention what you expected the sheath thickness to
b<:' ?
WROE: It is just given by this formula.
tion for the one-dimensional case.

This is a very simple calcula-

OLEKSHJK: This is just the Debye length that people talk about?
WROE: No, it would depend on the voltage you apply between the plasma
and the cathode, you see.
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